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1) change the voice : they made him president 

A) he was made president by them B)president was made him by them   

C) he was being made president by them  

D) he had been made president by them 

2) they belive the stranger to be a detective – change the voice 

A) the strange was belived to be a detective 

B) a detective was belived by the stranger 

C) a detective was belived to be a stranger by them 

D) to be a detective was believed by the police 

3) change the voice : people assume that the congress will form the government 

A) the congress assume to form government 

B) it is assumed that the congress will from the government 

C) the gornment will be formed by the congress 

D) the government is assumed to be formed by the congress 

4) turn into indirect speech many happy return of the day he said. 

A) he hade me many happy returns of the day 

B) he wished ma many happy returns of the day 

C) he said me many happy returns of the day 
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5) turn into indirect speech. 

I go for a morning walk every day he said to me 

A) he told me that he goes for a morning walk every day 

B) he told me that he went for a for a morning walk every day 

C) he said me that he goes for a for a morning walk every day 

D) he told me that he would go for a for a morning walk every day 

6) the teacher askd me……………. 

A) if I liked gujarati films or not  B) if I like gujarati films or not 

C) if I liked gijarati films or did not like  D) whether I liked gijarati films or not 

7) turn into indirect speech : let me go now he said 

A)  he asked me to let him go then  

B) he proposed to me that he should go then 

C) he requested me that he should go then 

D) he requested me to let him go then 

8) what is the opposite of mighty 

A) powerful  B) feeble C) strong D) active 

9) what is the opposite of sharp 

A) cleaver  B) edged C) keen D) blunt 

10) what is the verb of haste 

A) hasten  B) behaste  C) enhaste  D) inhaste 

11) what is the opposite of mirth? 

A) joy  B) pleasure  D) gloom  D) sad 
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12) ehat is the synonym od riches? 

A) wealth  B) affluent  C) confluent  D) miser 

13) what is the synonym of conceal? 

A) reveal  B) uncover  C) hide D) expose 

14) which of the following is not an adjective? 

A) tutorial  B) vigour  C) essential  D) tablular 

15) what is the verb from of weght? 

A) weght B) weighter  C) weightsome  D) weigh 

16) a wet blanket means 

A) a man who is always  B) a wife who is cold to her husband 

C) one who weres black clothes  D) a person who is a spoilsport 

17) sit on the fence means 

A) play a game B) avoid making a decision or choice 

C) to be cheerful  D) to do the right thing 

18) to be a good Samaritan means 

A) a religious person B) an obedient person 

C) a genuinely helpful person  D) a troublesome persone 

19) I was only five police who were running after the bank robbers. 

A) a saw only B) five police who  C) were running sfter 

D) the bank robbers 

20) so rude his behavior was that every one starred at him 

A) so rude  B) his behaviours was   
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C) that every one  D) starred at him 

21) the principal said that the college would remained closed tomorrow owing to 

holi. 

A) the principal said that  B) that the college would 

C) remained closed tomorrow  D) owing to holi 

22) don’t be in such…………… hurry. 

A) a  B) an  C) the  D) no article 

23) I have taken ………..loan from the bank. 

A) a  B) an  C) the  D) no article 

24) may I ask you…………..questions? 

A) few B) a few  C) the few  D) much 

25) trust in god………..do the right. 

A) as well as  B) but  C) or  D) and 

 

 

 

 

 

 


